Overview
Ensuring you get the timeliest information on a consistent basis is critical to providing accurate investment advice or making successful allocation decisions. Unfortunately, most commercially available hedge fund databases fail to capture high-quality information that consultants and investors demand. There may be funds missing or the depth of data is just not there. When attempting to capture this data from third-party data sources, hedge fund managers may be reluctant to supply adequate data, even if you have an interest in investing in their fund. In those cases where you are successful at capturing the data yourself, the manual process involved is laborious and inefficient.

eVestment provides a single, secure platform for hedge fund managers to submit their data to you and other pre-approved clients. By utilizing the collective leverage of eVestment’s institutional client base, this innovative approach ensures that you are able to capture the information on the funds and firms that are most important to your business. And, you receive access to eVestment’s entire alternatives dataset which includes all managers who have chosen to market their fund information more broadly.

How does it work?
eVestment removes the obstacles involved in acquiring information from those funds who wish to privately share their data by providing an online input platform with targeted distribution options, giving hedge fund managers the ability to provide data to a select group of allocators.

Additionally, we have created an in-depth questionnaire based on consultant feedback to collect the detailed level of data you require, going beyond just monthly performance figures. Your firm will be identified as a private data client and all managers already submitting information to the hedge fund private portal will be notified — serving to immediately enhance your data coverage. Information is fully integrated into eVestment Analytics, or you can receive a daily feed of data for your in-house analytics tools.

Alternatives Dataset + Hedge Fund Private Portal = A Complete View

BENEFITS TO YOU
Access more funds. A secure platform that enables streamlined data collection of funds that typically do not update a database.

Gain additional detail. Assess fund data beyond just performance.

Improve efficiency. Reduce errors and save time versus manually aggregating fund information.

Increase leverage. Benefit from the collective power of our entire institutional client base driving hedge fund managers to submit data.

RECOGNITION
Ranked as the No. 1 “Must Be In” consultant/third party database in a Money Management Intelligence and iiSearches Consultant Relations Survey.

Named “Most Influential Database” by FundFire.

On Inc. 500/5000 list of fastest growing private companies every year since 2007.

Representative Private Portal Users
- Aon
- Callan Associates
- Pavilion Advisory Group
- PGGM Investment Management
- Willis Towers Watson